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About Semrush

We make online marketing easy. 
And these companies agree:

10M
marketing professionals
have already used Semrush

15
international awards
as best SEO software suite

30%
Fortune 500 companies use Semrush 
as their go-to marketing tool

Semrush is an online visibility management and content marketing SaaS platform



About Semrush .trends Tool
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To get a big picture of competitors activities worldwide 
and then make a deep dive into the traffic strategy 
details use Semrush .Trends. This tool is based on 
clickstream data and helps you to reveal market trends  
and competitive digital insights. 

500TB
of raw data

190
Regions & countries

200M+
Panelists

1B events analyzed
per day

Easy-to-use 
interface and API
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What is 
Ecommerce?





1. The State of 

Ecommerce



Ecommerce Industry Global Trend
The global ecommerce market is overall growing



Ecommerce Market Growth
100 mln people were integrated to ecommerce in last 8 month, 100 mln in just in 8 month



The Ecommerce Industry Double-Digit Growth 
Rates 



About Mobile and Desktop….



Online Shoppers’ User Behavior Shifts



Top 10 Countries Contributing Traffic to 
the Ecommerce Industry



Top Ecommerce Market Players (Global)



Top Ecommerce Players by Region 



Top Ecommerce Industry Players’ Market 
Position Dynamics (Global)



Etailers’ Traffic Generation Strategy (Global)



Mobile Trends

● Stronger growth for video searches over images
● Popular Product searches now make up 25% of 

all mobile searches
● Google Search becomes more visual with 42% 

increase searches 

Key Takeaway: Google is updating its SERP 
features algorithm to boost commerce and organic 
search on mobile. 



Semrush Confidential

Google Search Engine Results Page Trends 
Reviews are shown on 77% of search results in US
People Also ask boxes in 65% on desktop and even more on mobile 72%.
Images or videos are presents in average 60% of search results 



About SERP Features



New SERP Features



Most growing products categories 
In terms of users buying interest

The most growing ecommerce 
categories are Sports, Electronics 
and Clothes.

But..

In pandemic time this top was quite 
opposite, we had online education, 
home, food or food delivery in the 
top 



Amazon’s Most Popular Products 



Ecommerce Top Emotional Triggers 2022-2023

Each of them has their own tone of 
voice and image, they should support 
it, and they can use their USPs in CTA 
to influence users emotions.

Aliexpress case



Amazon Funnel
a.k.a an optimized sales 
journey from awareness 
to conversion



Amazon’s Transaction Funnel From Cart
Overall global conversion in average is less than 4% . How much do you have?
Importance to have well organized process where everything in its place





Amazon “Special Occasions” Funnel Cart



2. Ecommerce 
Digital Trends in 
2023?



Ecommerce Audience Social Media 
Preference 2022



Ecommerce Audience Social Media 
Preference 2023

Tiktok became retailer or ecom platform by themselves and they try to build more and more integrations



1. Shopping on Social Media

Social are getting more and more ecommerce placement. We see shopping options on different social 
media platforms. If product discovery is often done in social so why not to use it to sell products?



Shopping on Social Media

64%

Facebook and Instagram started social commerce in 2020 and in 2023 state that 64% of their 
users have already purchased at least one item through them. And a huge growth is expected by 
2025.



semrush.com

Everything in marketing is CONTENT!

Social media, Advertising, SEO, PR, etc.—
everything is based on content. And it’s content 
marketers’ job to define the messaging that goes 
through all the marketing channels.



GEN XBOOMERS GEN Y

Generational differences 

Something real - TRUST    Compare - Best deal   Research before buying Me. What I like



Gen X

1965 – 1979 (43-
57 year olds)

● Life = survival
● «Survivors», or 

Fighters
● Pragmatists



Gen Y or Millennials

● Life = progress
● «People of the world»
● Ethics- and 

aesthetics-oriented

1980 – 1996 (26-
42 year olds)



Gen Z

● Life = 
opportunities

● Creators
● Entrepreneurs
● Experiences

1997– 2012 (10-
25 year olds)



CASE STUDY - Adidas

Analyzing 
audience 
interests based 
on the pages 
they visit

Big segment of Millennials 
and Gen Z.



CASE STUDY - Adidas
Offering to this audience an experience





Millennials do research before 
making a purchasing decision, 
and Gen Z prefer self-service 
options. 

Mix and experience as well. 

Targeting and campaign ideas 
worked great - that’s why this 
campaign is in the top.x



2. Programmatic Advertising

The use of AI and machine 
learning to buy advertising in 
real-time, instead of going 
through human negotiations 
and pre-set prices.

AI use example
Walmart during prime day Amazon:  
-we have lower prices anyway  
-we have all sizes. 



3. New Payment Methods

We buy a lot in internet, and we pay a lot in internet.



Cashless transaction volume will more 
than double by 2030



Web 3.0 is an idea for a new 
iteration of the World Wide 
Web which incorporates 
concepts such as 
decentralization, blockchain 
technologies, and token-
based economics.

4. Web 3.0 



Web 3.0 and Virtual Identities



Who benefits? Both - Customers and Brands



NFTs are the loyalty cards.
Cryptocurrencies are the loyalty points.

The technology is already here.



Worldcoin 

Source: Semrush .trends

Source: Google Trends



One of the main 
advantages of AI in 
ecommerce is the 
ability to perform 
many tasks a human 
would normally carry 
out—only better and 
much faster.

5. Artificial Intelligence 



Example 1

AI algorithms to filter content 
based on each user's profile, 
analyzing data from each 
customer visit and click to 
create hyper-personalized 
recommendations. 

Netflix recommendations engine (NRE)



Example 2

AR to allow customers to try on 
their clothes, products, and view 
furniture inside their homes.

Zara, H&M, Ray-Ban, IKEA virtual visualization 



Example 3

AR allows customers to sample 
makeup in before making a 
purchase and their chatbot can 
provide personalized product 
recommendations, makeup tips, 
and tutorials. 

Sephora's partnership with Modiface 



Today 1-2 Years 
Later 2+ Years

AI will improve the ability to 
answer complex questions. ai 
will create user content based 
on learning habits (location, 
shopping)

Today's examples: ChatGPT, 
Kindly.ai, Tovie.ai, Macy's AI, 
etc.

AI begins to anticipate user needs 
before performing the search. AI will 
proactively suggest solutions to 
upcoming potential searches.

Today's examples: SAMSUNG & LG 
second generation InstaView ThinQ 
fridges with AI cameras that let users 
know what items they're short on, 
even making suggestions for shopping.

AI begins to make decisions based 
on affinities and habits learned. AI
will make simple purchases without 
the explicit consent of the user or 
using a direct link to our brain 
directly

Today's examples: Neuralink (Elon 
Musk), Synchron (Bill Gates & Jeff 
Bezos)

Artificial Intelligence will become more & 
more sophisticated



Hold
Your
Horses



ChatGPT is here to stay



ChatGPT is here!



Compose with AI feature in Semrush

Semrush
Tool: Content Shake



ChatGPT local keywords finder in Semrush
Trending keywords & industry-specific keywords in the niche 

Semrush
Tool: Listing 
Management



Smart Writing features in Semrush 
content writing tools: rephrase, simplify, 
etc.

Semrush
Tool: SEO Writing  
Assistant



Rephraser 
Text rephrased with the same tone of voice 

Semrush
Tool: SEO Writing  
Assistant



Rephraser
Create easy-to-read text by simplifying the tone of voice and readability

Semrush
Tool: SEO Writing  
Assistant



Rephraser
Lengthen your text by automatically adding related content

Semrush
Tool: SEO Writing  
Assistant



ChatGPT in Ecommerce

Personalize customer 
integrations



ChatGPT in Ecommerce

Create product 
descriptions



ChatGPT in Ecommerce

Generate Social Media 
content



ChatGPT integration with Whatsapp Business

Any business can create now an 
integration with ChatGPT



3. 

TAKEAWAYS



KEY TAKEAWAYS

1
Social commerce blurs the lines 
between browsing and buying, 
revolutionizing the shopping 
experience.

2
Digital wallets, biometric 
authentication and blockchain
technology pave the way for a 
cashless society.

3
Advertisers harness AI to deliver 
personalized and predictive ads, 
revolutionizing the advertising industry.

4
Web 3.0 and the decentralized web 
allows for secure virtual identities, 
enabling a new era of online 
interactions. 

5
Artificial intelligence becomes 
ubiquitous, augmenting decision 
making, and driving innovation in 
every industry.



Check the full data of 
Semrush’s ecommerce study



Thank you!

Fernando Angulo
Senior Market Research Manager,
Market Research at Semrush

Fernando Angulo

@Fernando1Angulo

https://www.linkedin.com/in/fernandoangulo/
https://twitter.com/Fernando1Angulo



